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conclusion is that organisms can be trans-
ferred from the mouth of one individual
to that of another by means of eating
utensils washed in the ordinary way.
Since the aforementioned report was pre-
sented, a canvass of three types of public
eating places in a large city has been made
with the tabulated results (page 37), rela-
tive to the recent epidemic of influenza.

It will be noted that there are 85 per
cent more cases among those who eat
from hand washed dishes which are not
disinfected by boiling water.

Is not this a suggestion for sanitary
dishwashing,-immersion inboilingwater,
-in the home, as well as in public eating
places and does it not give us a new con-
ception ofwhatwe mean bycrowd disease?
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I PROBABLY shall say things that will
provoke discussion; I feel that in
the question of organization to meet

this national crisis federal health forces
in this country faced a situation that pre-
vented some extraordinary features. In
the first place, if we search the history
of this country, we will fail to find a
parallel in its appalling loss of life, in its
morbidity or mortality, in any epidemic
of any kind that has visited the United
States. An epidemic of yellow fever that
cost one thousand lives, spread over the
territory that this has been spread over,
would throw the whole country into a
panic. This country, with a placidity
that is admirable, stood quietly by and
sustained a loss of over 300,000 lives, and
outside of this hall you hear very little
about it. I think we are justified in
keeping up this discussion if it lasts until
midnight. While I feel some of you may
feel disappointed because you do not
know all about it, that is no reason why
we should not keep on discussing until
we find some fundamentat facts and try
to get on a common ground as far as we
may.
We have had epidemics, but as a rule

they take a state or group of states, leav-

ing the rest of the country from which
personnel may be drawn to assist the
afflicted portion.
When this epidemic broke out, a great

majority of the medical and nursing per-
sonnel was already in the army or navy,
so that for two reasons the available per-
sonnel from which to draw was very
limited.
The next difficulty was the lack of ac-

curate knowledge of the cause and mode
of transmission of this disease. We
might as well admit it, we have an abso-
lute lack of knowledge of the cause .and
transmission of this disease. The result
of that is another lack which is a very
serious one to the officer trying to sup-
press disease-the lack of biologic prod-
ucts with which to suppress it. After
we acquire sufficient knowledge about
the cause of this disease, we can develop
in the laboratories biologic products for
prophylactic diagnostic and therapeutic
use.
The lack of knowledge of the etiology

and transmission of the disease makes our
quarantine measures peculiarly futile.
Maritime quarantine-usually a very
exact procedure with most diseases-
does not prevent the spread of this disease.
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For instance, this disease was not present general principles, considering this a
in Alaska. A ship was going to Alaska contagious disease, and to prevent the
from western ports. It was deemed best gatherings of people in close contact,
to put on.quarantine to prevent the en- where presumably greater spread of the
trance of the disease into Alaska. I have infection would occur? The restrictive
this information from Dr. Tuttle, health measures had one result in a great many
officer of Washington. A triple exami- places, if no other may be conceded to it.
nation of the passengers was made sepa- That was this: It tended to prevent the
rately by three individuals-one an officer sudden rise and enabled the communi-
of the public health service. The results ties to furnish sick and nursing relief to
were such they weeded out those con- those who needed it by distributing the
sidered as possible carriers of this disease. load, making a flatter curve, and giving
The ship sailed, and on that long voyage to the authorities time to organize forces for
Nome nothing happened on the ship-no sick relief.
sickness. The passengers landed and Under these circumstapces, the work
distributed themselves, and within the became largely a question of furnishing
period of incubation, the disease appeared sick relief, as far as the Federal govern-
and spread rapidly in Alaska, The car- ment was concerned. It is futile to talk
riers were on the ship, but quarantine was of suppressing the spread of a disease of
futile to weed them out with the present thischaracter with our present knowledge.
knowledge we have. But the furnishing of sick relief was a
The quarantine of the sick is an obvious great necessity. Congress promptly ap-

thing to do, but after all, we must remem- propriated a million dollars for the fur,
ber by making that sick individual safe, nishing of this needed aid. There were

we.are quarantining the least active and sections in the country which were abso-
least dangerous of the carriers of the lutely stripped of doctors, especially in
disease. For the sick individual, there the agricultural states like Nebraska,
are hundreds of others who cannot come and North and South Dakota, where .the
under any quarantine. small medical population had been taken
The wearing of the mask in a way is a into the army. In these states it was

protection to the individual very well necessary to get doctors in from outside,
worth a trial. But after all, a man may Xbut we tried to avoid robbing Peter to
protect himself from this disease or any pay Paul. So that in every state, there
other disease by crawling into a hole and was a representative of the United States
staying there. But most of us would Public Health Service to handle the relief
have to come out of the hole sooner or which the Federal government was able
later. to give. We had with the state health
Many of the measures suggested are officer and the public health service

not practical. Now the restrictive meas- officer a representative of the American
ures have been eriticised by some, al- Red Cross appointed for each state. It
though pretty generally employed to was necessary to have this kind of an

restrict gatherings of people, and they organization in order to utilize what I
were based on sound general principles. spoke of a moment ago as the very limited
In the absence of any definite knowledge personnel, to the best advantage, because
such as we have against cholera, or yellow from a central point like Washington, it
fever, I ask you gentlemen, What other was impossible to estimate the relative
sane procedure was there than to act on urgency of calls from two towns a thou-
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sand miles away, whereas the man in the
state could estimate their urgency.
The need for nurses was never fully

supplied, the principal cause being that
so many Red Cross nurses were in the
army, but they did the best they could
under very trying circumstances. Their
primary object was to supply nurses for
the army, but they have been criticised,
just as the army has been criticised for
not furnishing doctors to the civilian
population. The Red Cross did the best
they could, but were not able to furnish
sufficient nurses, so the local authorities
were compelled to take the nurses avail-
able, and with them, to train intelligent
women as nursing aides. In many cases
the Catholic nursing sisters rendered
very great assistance, especially in the
mining regions of eastern Kentucky and
Pennsylvania, and volunteered in great
numbers in the city of Washington. The
non-nursing sisters did work of any kind.
The decentralization of the Federal

organization goes even further. It is
necessary to district the state in order that
the state officer in charge may utilize his
personnel to the best advantage. The
same principle applies to the city health
officer. He must district his city so that
he can get accurate information. The
primary necessity of a public health
campaign of this kind is to get accurate
knowledge of the prevalence of disease.
Doctor Woodward spoke of reporting in.
the cities. I believe it should be a re-
portable disease, but in epidemic times it
is not necessary to depend on the doctors.
If you establish your headquarters, with
your telephones properly advertised, calls
will come in, and if you haveyour medical,
nursing, and other forces available at
headquarters, you will be kept pretty
busy. In some places they do not wait
for that. It is a very good policy to put
in a house-to-house inspection, and make
a canvass of the city. In Detroit they

used as centers the two hundred school-
houses, and the schools being closed, they
used the teachers for the house-to-house
visits, and were able to cover the entire
city every three days. That is getting
information, and it is independent of the
reporting by the doctors, which is a very
slender reed to lean on when doctors are
so busy they are not getting time to sleep.
This organization of the Public Health

Service, while largely limited to the fur-
nishing of the sick and nursing relief, we
believe was the best thing under the cir-
cumstances. In states where we had no
representatives, state health officers were
asked to accept appointment so that they
could disburse our funds. With the re-
serve bill which has been passed we are
now in better shape to handle just such
an emergency as that through which we
have just passed. In that organization
we will have every state health officer in
the country-not on active duty until he
is needed. You will realize what this
will mean when I tell you how ;nadequate
was our personnel. The bulk of the
doctors were in the army. The Volun-
teer Medical Service Corps gave us lists
of names. We took them and sent them
to the state health officer, and sometimes
the man listed was 85 years old! At
other times he had a wooden leg or was
an addict or something else we knew
nothing about, but we had to use what
we could get. The fortunate thing is the
great bulk of the men we got were the
finest kind of men; so that these other
derelicts I have mentioned are simply
a small part of our problem, because they
were quickly weeded jut by the health
officer and sent home. The other men
came, some of them leaving practices of
$20,000 a year-we were giving them
$200 a month-and risking their lives.
No tribute is too great for me to pay to
the spirit of the volunteers, who came and
"took a chance " in that epidemic.
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